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Masters Programme in 
Transportation Design
Since 1989 the Umeå Institute of Design has been 
providing high quality education to young designers from 
all over the World. The two-year long specialised masters 
programme in Transportation Design is the first of its kind 
in Scandinavia.

The programme is unique for its scope of interest, 
encompassing the complete transportation design field 
in collaboration with industry. Most of the lecturers and 
tutors involved with programme are actively working in the 
automotive industry.

The curriculum covers subjects like storytelling, creative 
form development, vehicle interior and exterior design,  
brand identity and strategic design, future mobility, 
vehicle design theory, advanced digital modelling, design 
visualisation and prototyping.

Graduating students achieve a great understanding about 
three-dimensional form, having used the university’s 
exceptional facilities for clay modelling, milling, rapid 
prototyping and 3D scanning for reverse engineering on 
their own models.

UID wishes to develop its reputation even further by 
extending the network of collaborating partners. External 
collaboration is seen as a crucial element because it helps 
giving the students a realistic notion about the professional 
market expectations. 

The following pages show a few examples from our 
students’ achievements during the last couple of years. 



Vehicle Design 
 10 weeks (Fall - Year1)

Vehicle design methodology
Realistic problem solving 
Vehicle architecture innovation
Exterior and interior design

© Erik Evers
    collaboration with 
    Bombardier

© Eric Leong
    In collaboration with NAJAD



Strategic Design 
 10 weeks (Spring - Year1)

© Erik Evers
    TH!NK branded vehicle

Understanding real customers’ 
needs and aspirations

Marketing considerations
Brand identity

Presentation skills

© Chris Benham
    Vehicle inspired by the WALLY brand



Vehicle Interior
 10 weeks (Fall - Year2)

Inside-out approach
Ergonomic considerations
Understanding of feasibility and packaging requirements
Form language, colour & materials

Full-scale steering wheel exercise 

© Kosin Voravottayagon
    In collaboration with SAAB



Degree Project 
 20 weeks (Spring - Year2)

© Niklas Palm
Degree Project sponsored by MINI

Individual project development
Students collaborate with companies and/or institutions



Recent collaborations include: 

Toyota, Daihatsu, Bombardier Transportation, MINI, Najad 
Yachts, Think Global, Kiska, Volkswagen, Volvo Cars, Volvo 
Group, Scania, Saab Automobile, Komatsu CE, Polestar Racing, 
Ockelbo MC and many more.

Contact:

Umeå Institute of Design
Att: Demian Horst
Programme Director 
MA Transportation Design

Umeå University
SE-901 87  Umeå  Sweden
Phone: +46 90 786 9782
demian.horst@dh.umu.se
www.dh.umu.se/transport

© Louise McCallum
    In collaboration with Ockelbo



Umeå Institute of Design
MA in Transportation Design

2 year-long programme with small classes and 
individual attention to the students

Highly international study environment

Teaching in English

Scandinavian design philosophy 

Outstanding facilities

Broad scope in transportation design

Winning main design competitions

Teaching and tutoring by professional designers

Close collaboration with companies

Preparing highly creative, credible and responsible 
designers for the industry


